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increese in investment of Rs. 100 crore when 11. DERIVATION OF AGGREGATE 

MPC-0.50, is shown through Fig. 7. 
DEMAND SCHEDULE FROM 
IS-LM FRAMEWORK 

An increase in investment brings about an 

increase in total expenditure or aggregate 
In Keynesian analysis, the aggregate 

demand. It shifts the aggregate demand function demand schedule is of fundamental importance. 

m the upwad direction and the level of income Keynes related the levels of income and 

nises the investment multiplier times the initial employment to the varying level of aggregate 

spending. If it is assumed that the aggregate 

expenditure is autonomonsly given and nominal 

money supply remains constant but there are 

variations in price level, the aggregate demand 

can vary inversely with the price level. It is 

possible to explain this type of relationship 
between aggregate demand or the level of 

income or output and price level through the IS 

increase in investment. 

o 

al-100 

LM model. 

If the nominal money supply remains 

constant but the price level rises, there is a decline 

in the real money supply. It will cause a shift 

in the LM function to the left. Given the IS 

AY-200 

Y2 
income 

function, the equilibrium between IS and LM 

functions will correspond with higher rate of Fig 7 

In Fig. 7, income is measured along the interest and lower level of income or aggregate 

orizontal scale and consumption and investment demand. It means a lower level of aggregate 
e measured along vertical scale. The 45° line demand corresponds with a higher level of 

income-consumption line (YC) or aggregate prices. Thus, there is an inverse relation 

pply function is drawn from the origin. By between price level and aggregate demand or 

gregating consumption and investment, we geincome. Consequently, the aggregate demand 

aggregate expenditure or aggregate demand 

action D. It cuts the 45° line at E and the siopes negatively. t can be derived 

ial equilibriim income is OY1. Ifautonomous 

estment is raised by Al = Rs. 100 crore, the 

regate expenditure or aggregate demand Is measured along the horizontal scale and rate 

ve shifts to D, = Do + Al. It cuts the 45° of interest is measured along the vertical scale. 

and E and the equilibrium income is finally Given originally IS function and LM function 

Y,Y2 is the increase in income (AY) = corresponding to Po level of prices, the 

200 crore due to increase in investment equilibrium income and rate of interest are Yo 

= Rs. 100 crore measured by the vertical and ro respectively. As the price level rises 

nce between Do and D, =Do + Al curves. from Po and Pi. given the nominal money suppy 

there is an increase in income multiplier the real money supply decreases, so that the LM 

the increase in initial investment. 

schedule slopes negatively. It can be derived 

through Fig 8. 

In Fig. 8 (), income or aggregate demand 

function shifts to the left from LMpo to LMp| 



AGGREGATE DEMAND AND AGGREGATE SUPPLY 
The intersection between ISp and LMp, function 12. AGGREGATE SUPPLY IN SHORT 
determines higher rate of interest ri and lower 

income or aggregate demand Y. As there is 
RUN AND LONG RUN 

The aggregate supply curve in the short-run shifts afurther further rise in to price the level, left to the LMp. L LM function The is a horizontal line. It implies that the firms will 

intersection between ISo and LMp, determines supply whatever quantity of goods is demanded 
still higher rate of interest r and lower level at the existing level of prices. In the conditions 

of unemployment, the average costs of of income Y2 
production remain the same and firms can ootain 

as much amount of labour as they require at 
the current wage. Thus given the cost and wage 
level, the fims can be willing to supply as much 
quantity as is demanded at the same price level 
Thus the Keynesian notion of short-run 

aggregate supply curve is that it is a horizontal 

LMP2 LMpP1 
LMPo 

line as shown in Fig. 9. 
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In Fig. 9, output or income is measured along 
the horizontal scale and price level is measured Fig.8 

In Fig. 8 (i), income or aggregate demand along the vertical scale. Given the short-run price 
is measured along the horizontal scale and price level Po, as much quantity can be supplied as 
level is measured along the vertical scale. is demanded so that the short-run aggregate Verticals are dropped from Yo, Y1 and Y2 upon supply curve S is a horizontal line. 
Fig (i) from Fig. (). Po. P1 and P2 are the 
corresponding levels of prices. Given Yo, Y1 
and Y2 levels of aggregate demand and the there is always full employment of labour, the 
corresponding Po, P and P2 levels of prices, potential output is fixed. Any increase in demand 
the aggregate demand schedule ADF has been will push up the level of prices. But firms will 
drawn which slopes negatively. Such a shape be able to supply a fixed quantity corresponding 
of the aggregate demand schedule recognises to the full employment of labour so that the 
the real balance effec. 

In the long-run, given the assumption that 

aggregate supply curve will be a vertical line. 



PRINCIPLE9 Or MACRO FCONOMICS am p 

It in hown through ig.10. 
In F'ig 10, N is the awgregnte supply curve 

whioh isa ewtioal line, CGiven the Null employinent level of output or invomo Yo, the Variations n 
demand puah the price level to Po, P and Pa the otential vutpuit or wupply remains unchanged 
at Yo o that the aggregate supply curve is 
vertical line in the long-nun. 
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euesdonNS 
Multlple Cholee Questions 

thecthve demand menlfents Itnelf In 
() Consumption (h) Investmont 
() Govenment expenditure () Total spending 

2. The polnt of effetlve demand is determined by 
() Aggregate demand and wupply functions 

6) Aguregate demand funcetion 

(c) Aggregate supply function 

J. The polnt of effective demand can be determined at 
(a) Full employment (6) Below full employment 
(c)Above full employment ()All the above levels. 

4. The ggregate demand functon slopes 
()Positively (b) Negatively (c) Neither of the two 

s. The aggrogate supply funetion at full emplymentis 
()More elastic (b) Loss elastic ()Perfectly inelastic 6. Paradox of poverty h eaused by 

(a) Under-consumption (b) Over-saving (c) Both of them. 7. The long-run aggregate supply curve lsa 
(a) Vertical line (b) Horizontal line (c) Neither of them 

ANSWERS : (0, 2{0), 3(d), 4. (a), 5(¢), 64c), 7. (). 
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